APPENDIX VII. Expert Group Articles and Planning Guides

WHO

NAMES ________________________________________________

TITLE OF ARTICLE _______________________________________

Important facts:

Who was the First Emperor of China? Who were the builders and artists that created the First Emperor's Terracotta Army?

How many builders were there?

How were the builders chosen for this job? What happened to them?
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WHAT

NAMES ____________________________________________________________

TITLE OF ARTICLE ________________________________________________

Important facts:

Provide a description of what exactly is included in the Terracotta Army.

What are the soldiers made of?

How did the soldiers look different in the First Emperor's time, than today?

What was the method for producing so many Terracotta soldiers so quickly?
WHERE/WHEN

NAMES __________________________________________________________

TITLE OF ARTICLE ________________________________________________

Important facts:

Where was the Terracotta Army discovered?

When was the Terracotta Army discovered, and how?

When were the Terracotta soldiers built, and how long did it take to build them?
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WHY

NAMES ____________________________________________________________

TITLE OF ARTICLE ________________________________________________

Important facts:

Why did The First Emperor wish to be buried in such an elaborate way?

What did the ancient Chinese believe about the afterlife that influenced The First Emperor's burial design?

What similarities do you see between Chinese beliefs of the afterlife and those of other ancient civilizations?